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Executive Summary
Suicide is a major public health problem that can be prevented. Family members and friends who
survive the suicide of a loved one, are at risk of developing depression, and prolonged grief disorder,
and they become subjects at high risk of suicide. The risks of not therapeutically intervening are still
underestimated. Evidence strongly suggests that self‐help support groups are powerful and
constructive means for people to help themselves and each other, and the availability of support
systems is one of the factors influencing the grieving process (WHO, 2008; Who, 2014). Within this
social context it might be important to provide guidance and assistance for those developing and
operating suicide bereavement support groups (SBSGs). Those people who manage support groups
and help participants to communicate and achieve their goals are generally named facilitators. In order
to become a facilitator it is recommended to be trained and educated (see paragraph 3.1.2).
Which strategies and interventions can be used by facilitators who want to start support groups for
survivors? How can facilitators establish and sustain support groups and which are the main
constraints that they can encounter along this complex path? This resource, embedded in the
Euregenas project, aims to address these questions, providing useful tips and tools for facilitators,
becoming a comprehensive resource rather than a prescriptive guide.

Target audience
Thanks to the mapping procedure carried out under the Euregenas Project, it has been demonstrated
that there is a considerable variety of resources dealing with the support of the people bereaved by
suicide

(see

“Catalogue

of

Resources

for

Survivors”:

content/uploads/2014/10/Catalogue‐of‐resources‐for‐Survivors.pdf),

http://www.euregenas.eu/wp‐
such

as

organizations

or

different health‐care centres, helplines, NGOs, etc…
In parallel, there are many different mental Health professionals and trained volunteer stakeholders
involved in the management of such groups. Considering this, this toolbox has been designed to be a
resource to all those who wish to work in this field. In line with this approach, the format of the
toolbox includes both practical and academic/evidence based information which might be suitable for
both these categories of facilitators.
This toolkit deals only with the start‐up and management of support groups for adults. For support
groups with bereaved children it is recommend to visit the websites cited in the references, since it is
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well known that suicide has a huge and massive impact to children and establishing support groups in
this case requires specific and particular support techniques, which are not described in this
document.

The toolkit includes five main sections:


The INTRODUCTION, focusing on the aims of the toolbox and on the main issues related to
the suffering and needs of people who have been affected by the death of a loved one.



The guidelines for the SUPPORT GROUPS ESTABLISHMENT pointing out the importance to
always ensuring a legal and safe framework, according to the rules of each Country, when
consider these suggestions.



The third part contains a description of FACILITATORS REQUIREMENTS, duties and
statements.



A collection of the SETTING UP details in order to ensure the operational framework to
facilitators.



To conclude a range of PRACTICAL TOOLS, to support the facilitators in the following tasks:
how to initiate a self‐help support group for survivors of suicide, how to identify the warning
signs or critical success factors in the development of groups.

www.euregenas.eu
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About EEuregenass
The Eureggenas projecct aims at co
ontributing too the preven
ntion of suiccidal thoughhts and beha
aviours in
Europe th
hrough the development
d
t and implem
mentation off strategies for
f suicide prrevention att regional
levels whiich can be of
o use to the
e European Union as exxamples of good
g
practicee. The proje
ect brings
together 115 European
n partners, re
epresenting 11 European Regions with diverse eexperiences in
i suicide
prevention (see Figuree 1).

Figure 1 – The Euregeenas Regionss
University Hospital Vero
ona (AOUI‐VR)) – Italy
Flemish Aggency for Caree and Health (V
VAZG) – Belgiium
Region Vässtra Götaland (VGR) ‐ Sweden
Romtens Fo
oundation (RO
OMTENS) ‐ Ro
omania
National In
nstitute for Heealth and Welffare (THL) ‐ Fi nland
Unit for Suicide Research
h, University Ghent
G
(UGENTT) – Belgium
Flande
ers

Fundación Intras (INTRA
AS) – Spain
Servicio An
ndaluz de Salu
ud (SAS) – Spain
Fundación Pública Andaluza Progreso
o Y Salud (FPS)) ‐ Spain
Mikkeli University of Applied Sciencess (MAMK) ‐ Fi nland
D
(TUD) – Germany
Technischee Universität Dresden
National In
nstitute of pub
blic health (NIJZ) – Sloveniaa
Euregha (EUREGHA) – Belgium
nd (DELEOFUN
ND) – Italy
De Leo Fun
Cumbria Co
ounty Council (CCC) ‐ Unite
ed Kingdom
Maribor
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In line with the ‘Second Programme of Community Action in the Field of Health’ (European
Commission, 2008‐2013, see http://ec.europa.eu/health/programme/policy/2008‐2013/), the
project promotes the use of regional cluster management as innovative method to improve the
existing services.

By encouraging regional interventions and campaigns dedicated to both target groups and non‐
health stakeholders, the project aims at implementing the Mental Health Pact in relation to:

1) Prevention of suicide
2) De‐stigmatization of mental disorders
3) Promoting health in youth

The specific objectives of the Euregenas project are the following:


To identify and catalogue good practices/best practice of existing actions and strategies on
suicide prevention at a regional and local level;



To carry out a stakeholders’ needs analysis;



To develop and disseminate guidelines and toolkits on suicide prevention and awareness raising
strategies;



To develop the technical specifications for an integrated model for e‐mental healthcare oriented
at suicide prevention;



To improve knowledge and capabilities/skills among local and regional professionals (i.e.
psychologists, psychiatrists, GP’s).
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The projject aims at meeting
m
its specific
s
objecctives by a series of Worrk Packages (WP). The Euregenas
project includes eigght work packages: 3 h orizontal wo
ork package
es, respectivvely on coorrdination,
nation and evaluation an
nd 5 vertical ccore work paackages (see
e Figure 2).
dissemin

Figure 2: the Eureg
genas core work
w
packagees

WP4: Onn‐line libraryy and assessment of neeeds
Aim: to develop an on‐line
o
library
y and conducct an assessm
ment of
needs off key stakeho
olders. These activities connstitute the basis
b
for
WPs 5,6,77 & 8.

WP5: Deevelopment of e‐conceptual model
Aim: to pprovide all necessary info
ormation to bbe able to create an
integrateed support and intervention mainframe for e‐mental health,
directed at the preven
ntion of suicid
de, which cann be adapted to local
needs i n all Eureo
opean regions and reggional health care
organisattions.

WP6: Deevelopment of preventio
on guidelinees and toolkitts
Aim: to ddevelop general guideliness for suicide pprevention strategies
as well aas specific pre
evention pack
kages (toolkitss) for the aw
wareness
raising onn suicide prevvention for the
e identified taarget groups.

WP 7: Devvelopment and
a piloting of training m
module
Aim: to deevelop a traiining package
e targeting G
GP's and to pilot
p
the
training paackage in 5 se
elected regions. The main ggoal is to provvide GPs
with relevaant informatio
on related to the early dettection and re
eferral of
suicide riskk.

WP8: D evelopmentt of a toolb
box for faci liators of survivor
support groups
Aim: to ddevelop a toolbox for facilitators of survvivor support groups.
Moreoveer a catalogu
ue aiming att providing iinformation for the
bereavedd of suicide (iincludig a list of groups/seervices availab
ble) will
be compiiled.
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Glossary
The glossary section is included at the beginning of this booklet in order to provide the reader with
all the terms and explanations that he will encounter through the text, because the sharing a
correct understanding of the concepts is a fundamental prerequisite to exploit the usefulness of the
toolbox.
Example: consider terminology and the use of the term “survivor”, that may be interpreted as
survivor of a suicide attempt, while the phrase “bereaved by suicide” might be much clearer.

TERM

DEFINITION

Bereavement

The period of grief after a loss (usually the death
of a loved one)
Grief that is complicated by adjustment disorders
e.g. depression, anxiety.
A facilitator is someone who helps a group of
people understand their common objectives and
assists them to plan to achieve them without
taking a particular position in the discussion.
A non‐habitual act with non‐fatal outcome that
the individual, expecting to, or taking the risk, to
die or to inflict bodily harm, initiated and carried
out with the purpose of bringing about wanted
changes (De Leo et al., 2004). It can include
attempted suicide, deliberate self‐harm and
deliberate self‐poisoning, with or without
injuries.
Postvention is an intervention conducted after a
suicide, largely taking the form of support for the
bereaved (family, friends, professionals and
peers).
A complex process that can range from suicidal
ideation, through planning of suicide, to
attempting suicide and ending in suicide. Suicidal
behaviour is the consequence of interacting
biological,
genetic,
psychological,
social,
environmental and situational factors (Hawton &
Van Heeringen, 2009).
Subjective expectation and desire for a self‐
destructive act to and in death.
Assistance that may include companionship,
emotional backing, cognitive guidance, material
aid, and special services.

Complicated Grief
Facilitator

Non‐fatal suicidal act

Postvention

Suicidal behaviour

Suicidal intent
Social support

www.euregenas.eu
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Suicidal thoughts / Suicidal ideation

Suicide (or fatal suicidal behaviour/act)

Suicide attempts survivors

Suicide risk

Suicide (loss) survivors

Thoughts of engaging in suicide‐related
behaviour. Suicidal ideation may vary in
seriousness depending upon the specificity of
suicide plans and the degree of suicide intent.
The act of killing oneself deliberately initiated
and performed by the person concerned in the
full knowledge or expectations of its fatal
outcome.
Attempted suicide as a sub‐category of para
suicide (attempts with strong intention) (Bille‐
Brahe et al., 1999). Individuals who have survived
a prior suicide attempt.
The degree of danger to self an individual faces
based on the absence or presence of suicidal
behaviours and factors associated with the
likelihood of suicide.
Family members, significant others, or
acquaintances who have experienced the loss of
a loved one due to suicide. Sometimes the term
“suicide survivors” is also used to mean suicide
attempt survivors.

OTHER GLOSSARY SOURCES:





http://www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org/learn/glossary.aspx
http://www.stopasuicide.org/glossary.aspx
Lifeline Australia (2009)
World Health Organization (2008)
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1.Introduction

1.1 Aims of this toolbox

This toolbox is developed in the framework of work package (WP) 8 of the Euregenas project.
It targets facilitators in the management of support groups aiming at offering background
information on how to manage support groups for “people who are left behind” (WHO, 2008),
good practices and practical instruments. As such, this toolbox provides an outline of potential
contributions to the prevention of suicide within the family and social environment
surrounding the traumatic death.
It provides brief but important suggestions regarding the distinction between different
support groups, like: pure community based self‐help groups and groups lead by professionals,
hoping to help facilitators exploiting their resources in the best way.
It focuses on the understanding of the need for self‐help support (see paragraph 1.3) in
creating a response which people can access in psychological and practical terms.
The toolbox makes references to the existing rules adopted by the different types of support
groups of some regions involved in the Euregenas project (see paragraph 4.4) to highlight the
fact that the possibility of group management are multiple.
Not least it wants to help in establishing links with relevant voluntary and statutory
organisations, e.g. in the United Kingdom (UK), public health and the Samaritans.

1.2 The Facilitators Network
The Euregenas Facilitators Network (EFN) has been created to promote the sharing of the
specific know‐how and good practices between facilitators from different Euregenas Countries.
The facilitators had the possibility to exchange their opinions and experiences during the four
Virtual Meetings (VM) that have been arranged starting from the month of April 2014. Through
their discussions, the facilitators gave an enormous contribution to the implementation and to
the drafting of the toolbox. The facilitators who took part to the VMs are presented below:
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 John Brown (Survivors Of Bereavement by Suicide, UK)

John Brown is a Social Worker by profession, he lost his father to suicide and is committed to
suicide prevention and providing support for people who have been bereaved through suicide.
He is a member of the Cumbria Suicide Prevention Group and facilitator of the Survivors of
Bereavement by Suicide network in Cumbria (UK).
 Carmen Acevedo Gonzales (Asociación Alma y Vida, Spain)

Carmen Acevedo Gonzales has a private office where she works as a psychologist; also she
offers counseling to the staff of the Joint Research Center–Institute of Protective
Technological Service Seville, which belongs to the European Commission. She has been
working for the Association “Alma y Vida” for over five years as a volunteer.
 Katarzyna Ratkowska (DeLeo Fund, Italy)

Katarzyna Ratkowska is a clinical psychologist and a researcher collaborating with the De
Leo Fund Onlus (Padua, Italy). She is the coordinator of the care services and of the helpline.
She provides individual support to survivors of all traumatic losses and is a facilitator of the
support group for people bereaved by suicide.
 The Werkgroep Verder group (Flanders Organisation for Survivors of Suicide)
 Onja Tekavcic Grad (University Hospital Ljubljana, Slovenia)
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1.3 Added Value and Strengths of the Toolbox
This toolbox gives some very basic information about the role of the facilitator and the
practical management of support groups for bereaved by suicide people. It does not represent
only a mere revision of what it already exists in literature: its added value is the direct
experience of the Euregenas facilitators, as this document resumes the contents raised during
the VMs discussions, run over a six month period.
During the VMs, the importance to create a manual providing a lot of opportunities and
choices for facilitators, rather than a mere restricted guide with strict criteria to be followed,
has been underlined. Especially the facilitators highlighted the importance to add some
paragraphs describing the advantages and the risks of each suggested choice and behaviour in
facilitating the group. As a consequence it is expected to support facilitators in their choices
and management of the groups, rather than forcing them to follow precise standards. Also the
toolbox summarizes some of the key features of the different support groups conducted by
the various Europeans organizations involved in the project. The toolbox has been developed
according to a bottom‐up approach specifically taking into account the different
meanings/methods/procedures that are implemented in the various Regions of the Euregenas
project.

The contents of the toolbox are based on:


comprehensive literature and good practice review about standards and good practice
guidelines and Lifeline Australia and the LEAP model (Barr & Dailly, 2006), also an
international literature review on “bereavement AND support groups” using “Web of
Science” (2000‐2014);



needs analysis of people who have been left behind thanks to the feedback from Survivors
of Bereavement by Suicide Groups (SBSG): specifically semi structured interviews with
people who have made contact with Survivors of Bereavement by Suicide groups (SOB’s
Cumbria) (Brown & Brown, 2014).



collection of the outcome from the discussions with the Virtual Facilitators Network (VFN).
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1.4 Background of Suicide Bereavement and Importance of Support Groups

Suicide is a significant public health issue in Europe accounting for an average suicide
prevalence rate of 11.8 per 100000 inhabitants (Eurostat, 2010). Suicide affects people of all
ages, cultures and population groups. Men are almost 5 times more likely to commit suicides
than women, in all countries of the European Region. Suicide attempts are much more
common than suicides. Studies show that nonfatal suicidal acts occur at least 10 times more
frequently than fatal suicides. Unlike fatal suicidal acts, non‐fatal suicidal behaviours are most
common among adolescents and decrease with age (Nock et al., 2008). Every suicide and
suicide attempt directly or indirectly also affects other people.
A death by suicide has a severe impact on the survivors, such as spouses, parents, children,
family, friends, co‐workers, and peers who are left behind, both immediately and in the long‐
term. It is estimated that each suicide directly affects about six to fourteen family members
and friends (Clark & Goldney, 2000; Jordan & McIntosh, 2011).
Those bereaved by suicide often find it very difficult to admit that the death of their loved one
was by suicide, and people often feel uncomfortable talking about the suicide with them.
Therefore those bereaved by suicide have less opportunity to talk about their grief than other
bereaved people. A support group can assist greatly, as a lack of communication can delay the
healing process (WHO, 2008).

1.5 Understanding the need of support groups

People bereaved by suicide can often show higher levels of feelings of guilt, blame, rejection,
or abandonment by the loved one, which can also manifest as a sense of responsibility or
anger (Bailley, Kral, & Dunham, 1999), or shame, stigma and the need for concealing the cause
of death (Sveen & Walby, 2007; De Leo et al., 2013), blame, hurt and resignation. In case of
complicated grief, which may be more common for people in a close relationship to the
deceased (Mitchell et al. 2004), people can show depression and posttraumatic stress disorder
(Cerel, 2009). Barlow and Coleman (2003) underlined the importance of the issue in forming
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healing alliance outside the family following a suicide death, and later Cerel (2008) noted that
“suicide is a confusing death” and such “ambiguity seems to increase the need between a social
network to affix blame”. In fact suicide leaves people behind wondering if there is anything
they could have done at any time to help, and they feel very guilty because they think that
they somehow were responsible or did not act correctly (De Leo et al., 2013; Groos &
Shakespeare‐Finch, 2013).
Recognising the above mentioned feelings may help guide group facilitators to work with
people bereaved by suicide in the following ways: (Stebbins & Stebbins, 2000)


organizing meeting that have simple structures



creating a non‐judgmental atmosphere leaving time to express feelings

We also suggest to stress and consider the following elements that participants of the SOB’s
groups (Brown & Brown, 2014) consider to be more helpful for them in the recovery process:


knowing that they were not alone and that other people were in the same situation



having the opportunity to socialise outside of the meetings



considering themselves able to help other people in their grief process
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Table 1 shows differrent kinds of feelings exxperienced by
b people be
ereaved by ssuicide and presents
p
thee
pros and
d cons that the facilitatorr should conssider in the managemen
m
t of the grouup.

Tab. 1 HELPING FA
ACILITATOR’SS CHOICES
THO
OUGHTS AND
FEELINGS
Sense of norm
mality,
feeling normal in
n the
group (extendingg to
acceptaance
and
compasssion for sellf and
others)).
Feelinggs that can arise
from the hearing of
differen
nt stories and
perspecctives on the
and
suicide
bereavement.

PPROS
damental ppart of the group
Fund
expe
erience becaause it develops the
thou
ught that “Yoou can survivve this”
and “We are all in the same boat”.

CONS
Th
his path anyyway can be difficult forr
pe
eople who tend to
o ruminatee
aftterwards beecause they find it veryy
diffficult to goo home and to shut thee
things away.

This aspect is an importaant and
usefful experieence becau
use it
provvides the ssense that suicide
bere
eavement can happen to
anyo
one and thhe insight that
t
no
mattter how hardd people havve tried
to prevent
p
it, itt is not posssible to
keep
p a loved onee safe at all times.
t

eople can alsso feel a sense of beingg
Pe
in the wrong ggroup, some participantss
can prefer greater similarity in
n
be
ereavement
Thesee
experience.
pe
eople can feeel that everyyone around
d
them is expeccting them to
t move on,
bu
ut in practicee it is too much
m
difficultt
for them elaboorate their pain,
p
and it iss
mpossible foor them to
o move on
n
im
be
ecause theyy are stucck in theirr
problem.
Th
he facilitatorr has to be aware
a
of thee
facct that the pperson can fe
eel forced to
o
talk about it thhroughout th
he group and
d
ery hard to
o
alsso they cann find it ve
exxpress what tthey feel.

The feeeling that thee pain Facilitators can help to re
einforce
will never go away:
a
apprroach copin g strategiess rather
“endlesss pain”
than
n avoiding thoughts of the
dece
eased by suuicide, e.g. helping
for example in the expresssion of
feeliings to ma ke the perrson at
his/h
her ease in being able to talk
abou
ut it to som eone, thus eliciting
e
a sense of relieff, creating a kind of
“com
mfort zone” with other people
that understand .
Groos and Shakespeare‐‐Finch, 2013

Keey Issue: Mo
ost people bereaved b
by suicide do
d not seek formal suppport or me
ental health
h
treatment in the United
U
States (Cerel ett al., 2009).
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1.6 Initial Expectations and Concerns before attending Support Groups
Within the context of management support groups for bereaved people it is of fundamental
importance to carefully consider the expectation of the participants in order to manage them in
the best possible way and to accompany the participants in the grieving process.
According to evaluation of Self Help Support Groups through SOB’s conducted in Cumbria (Brown
& Brown, 2014) the main expectation of participants was to meet and talk to other people who
would understand one’s own situation and have the opportunity to learn the way in which other
people have managed to cope with their pain.
Generally people who have already had considerable counselling in the past feel that they know
what to expect from the meetings, while others who were went the first time considered the first
meeting as an extremely emotional experience. The feelings of concerns and worries about the
first attending were mainly feelings of nervousness, anxiety and apprehension about:


Facing a group of strangers



Talking about an intimate and painful subject



Being unable to deal with other’s people emotions
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2.Support Group Establishment
In this chapter we focus on the specific strategies and guidelines for the creation of Suicide
Bereaved Support Groups (SBSG) in order to help facilitators in their management. A review of
literature revealed that the common contents of suicide prevention programs in support
groups for those bereaved by suicide are:


development of support networks



cooperation from internal and external resources



education



training of facilitators.

The groups are open to those bereaved by suicide and their support persons, as long as they
find the group of relevance to their grieving and support purposes (Lifeline Australia, 2009). In
the following paragraphs we try to clearly describe some key aspects of group‐management
such as access to groups (postvention timing, referral process, membership), sustainability,
funding and legal status (registration, Confidentiality and Insurance Cover).

2.1 Aims, Objectives and Values of SBSG
The World Health Organization (2008) report that it is fundamental to highlight the following
objectives that SBSG should provide:


A sense of community and support.



An empathic environment which gives a sense of being understood.



The hope that ‘a new normality’ can be reached eventually.



Shared experiences in suicide bereavement, such as difficult anniversaries or special occasions.



Opportunities to learn new ways of approaching every day functioning.



A sounding board to discuss fears and concerns.



A setting where the expression of grief may be shared, confidentiality is observed, and
compassion and support are offered.
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Keey Issue: “N
Nobody can judge wh
hether a pe
erson can have accesss to the grroups or
not”. TThis attitud
de describe
es the “Faccilitators Way”
W
as a frree processs, as oppossed to a
“Mediccal Model”” in which the docto
or makes a real assesssment. (Faacilitator Network)
N

2.2 Acccess to SBSSG
There is no prescriiption aboutt when gettinng into a gro
oup process would be m
most helpful, this
might rather be deetermined byy the individdual, whenevver people are ready or looking for such
s
acilitators aggreed on the fact
supporrt. During the discussion among the members off the EFN, fa
that th
he access sh
hould be ensured to anny person who
w suffered
d from a moourning with
hout
underggoing any kin
nd of assesssment, thus making the referral
r
proccess much m
more free an
nd as
easy aas possible. They think that it is noot so much talking abou
ut “assessmeent of potential
membeers”, but it iss more a self‐help proceess. In case someone clea
arly is not abble to make that
decisio
on, there might
m
be a conversation
c
n with the facilitator and
a
informaation should
d be
provideed as well ass other formss of support e.g. e‐mail / telephone.
Within this framew
work, the fa
acilitator reppresents a kind
k
of guide who helpss the person to
dy or not too join the group,
g
there
efore the pprocess is no
ot a
undersstand if he//she is read
judgem
ment, ratherr a matter of respectfful support because nobody but the participant
him/heerself decidees whether so
omebody is ready or nott. In particula
ar the facilitaators underlined
that th
he access to the
t groups is open to evverybody butt if the perso
on needs a pprofessional help
(and not only the self‐help) th
he facilitator should refe
er him/her to
o specializedd services (iff the
r
also to paragraph ((3.2.3 Facilittator
facilitator is a psycchologist or a psychiatri st). Please refer
nsibilities).
Respon

2.2.1 P
Postvention
n Timing
Postvention, defineed as “intervvention afterr suicide”, iss aimed at re
educing the i mpact of suiicide
on surrviving friend
ds and relattives (US Pu blic Health Service, 200
02) by assistting survivorrs in
findingg professionaal and peer support.
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Deciding when it would be good timing for such a person to enter the group, it is also an
important issue to discuss. There is no research, nor rules or consensus about the optimal time
for people bereaved by suicide to join a group after their loss.
In general it results that some people attend a support group almost immediately, some wait
for years, others attend for a year or two, and then go only occasionally especially in
particularly difficult days (for more information on this please visit: the AFSP website, see
references).
In literature it is reported that even when resources are available in communities, the length of
time between the death and the bereaved person seeking help is often very long, partially due
to the lack of knowledge of the resources by the survivor and by healthcare workers and other
gatekeepers (Campbell et al., 2004; Cerel & Campbell, 2008). The authors reported also that,
among people who seek treatment following a suicide, those who received active postvention
seek services significantly sooner and appear to be more likely to attend support group
meetings than those who received no active postvention. In the study of Groos and
Shakespeare‐Finch (2013) the authors stated that participants in suicide bereavement groups
suggested that there was no prescription about when starting a group process would be most
helpful but rather that this is determined by the individual, whenever the person is ready to
access such support.
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Table 2 shows somee issues related to the leength of tim
me since the loss experieenced by people
bereaved by suicide and displays both the ppositive aspe
ects that the facilitator m
might exploit and
ning signs that should be
e considered to effectively monitor th
he group.
the warn
Tab
b. 2 HELPING
G FACILITATO
ORS ACCORD
DING TO THEE LENGTH OF
F TIME SINCEE THE LOSS
OCCURRED FOR THE BEREAV
VED PERSON
N
LENGTTH OF TIME SINCE
S
HE LOSS AND
D
TH
ADJUSSTMENT TO LOSS
L
The len
ngth of time after
the d
death can be
an
consideered
in
importaant
issue
relation
n to man
naging
the pain and the grrief of
the beereaved peeople.
Timing is seen by
particip
pants as very
importaant becausee it is
taken as a kind of
criterio
on that governs
certain expectation
ns on
behavio
our on how
w long
will thee pain last (G
Groos
& Sh
hakespeare‐FFinch,
2013)

POSITIV
VE ASPECTS
Seeing the pprogress towards
t
deve
eloping a neew normalityy made
by others
o
may hhelp people to
t instil
hope
e and providde support to some
participants.
A la
ack of adjusstment to the loss
also providess a poin
nt of
comparison andd motivation
n to try
to resolve curreent issue (G
Groos &
Shakkespeare‐Finnch, 2013).
Beca
ause mem bers of support
s
grou
ups may be aat various po
oints on
their adjustmennt to loss an
nd have
diffe
erent abilitie s to cope with their
circu
umstances, it could be
e useful
for the facilitattor to identtify the
mem
mbers that have learn
ned to
cope
e effectivel y with sittuations
similar to theirr own in order to
w them to sstay more in
n touch
allow
(Yalo
om, 1985).

ARNING SIGN
NS
WA
So
ome particippants can be
b stuck in
n
their feelings ffor years after the death
h
of the loved one. Other participantss
might be cconcerned of findingg
themselves inn similar co
onditions forr
the future (G
Groos & Shakespeare‐
S
‐
Fin
nch, 2013).

2.2.2 R
Referral Pro
ocess
When managing the
t referral process to the Supporrt Group the
e facilitator should take
e into
consideeration the following
f
asp
pects:


Enssure that paarticipants have
h
currentt informatio
on about the
e group andd brochures to
hand out, e.g. as length off support grooup program
m and length of sessions.. Consider th
hat
me realities, e.g. the SO
OBs self‐help process, in which nno time limits,
theere are som
freequency or attendance or other invollvement feattures in the group
g
is defiined, therefo
ore
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a ffacilitator may consider to share a timetable proposal and specify thatt there are no
con
nstraints on that.


Givve regular presentations and

send out newsletterss. A dediccated persson

(staff/volunteeer) should reggularly proviide reminderrs to relevant agencies.


S
or mayy be resistan
nt to
People bereaveed by suicide may not thhemselves seek out an SBSG,
munity are a valuable wa
ay to
atttending an SBSG, for many reasons. Networks within a comm
bring informattion to an individual, tto let them know of th
he support that exists and
d assist them to attend. ( Lifeline Austtralia, 2009).
encourage and



t evaluation of indiviidual’s experience throu
ugh SOBs’ inn Cumbria the
t
Acccording to the
autthors underrline that so
ometimes thhe first conttact might be
b very diffiicult for som
me
people. At thiss regard theyy reported thhe thought of
o one of the
eir participannts, who statted
w dauntingg and requirred courage; this personn said also th
hat
thaat making firrst contact was
thee first contacct via text me
essage or em
mail can be great
g
if some
eone is not yeet comfortab
ble
witth talking on
n the phone’ (Brown & Brrown, 2014)..

Keey Issues: itt is vital th
hat the initiial contact by someon
ne who hass been bereaved is
handleed well. It iss arguably the
t most viital aspect of
o the whole situationn. For the bereaved
b
person
n to make contact
c
is a huge step
p to take in
nto the unk
known. In tthis the role of the
facilitaator can nott be undere
estimated.

(Facilitattors Netwo
ork)

Please see flow chaart (Appendiix 1) attache d to get a se
ense of what the referrall process migght
look likke.

2.2.3 M
Membershiip
Supporrt Groups can be attende
ed by peoplee bereaved from differen
nt kinds of deeath: there are
a
groupss composed by bereave
ed by suicidde only (e.gg., De Leo Fund
F
in Italyy) and grou
ups
compo
osed by bereeaved by anyy other kind of death. Moreover,
M
so
ome groups aare specifica
ally
designeed for certain types of su
urvivors (e.g.., parents wh
ho have lost their child, iin Spain), wh
hile
others are open to people with
h different tyypes of relatiionship with the deceaseed (e.g., De Leo
L
ople who ha ve lost a parent, a son/d
daughter, sppouse, partner,
Fund’s groups are open to peo
sibling,, etc.).
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Table 3 describes different grou
ups of bereaaved people and it discu
usses some elements th
han
h be exploiteed or taken in
nto considerration as warrning signs byy the facilitaator.
can both

Tab. 3 FACILITATOR’S GUIDE THROUGH
H DIFFERENT GROUPS OF
F BEREAVED PEOPLE:
ELEMENTS TO
T BE EXPLO
OITED AND CRITICAL ASP
PECTS

CRITICAL ASPECTTS TO CONSIDER IN
ELE
EMENTS THA
AT CAN BE
THE MANAGEME
M
ENT OF THE GROUP
G
EXPLOIITED BY THE FACILITATO
OR
Groups forr bereaved b
by Every kind
k
of grooup might be In a group for beereaved by different
suicide veersus group
ps supportiive, if there is atmosphe
ere types of
o death, thee facilitator should
s
be
for
berreaved
b of respe
by
ect and accepptance.
careful about posssible comm
ments of
some participants
different types of deatth
p
tto those berreaved by
suicide (e.g., “It w
was the decision of
your so
on to take his own life
e; on the
contrarry my son waanted to live
e”).
Members who sharre The com
mmon grou nd shared by In som
me cases, grroups of parrticipants
similar ch
haracteristics, people of the suupport grou
ups with similar ccharacteristics (for
such as age, gendeer, helps to
t decreasee feelings of example, only parrents who have
h
lost
cultural orr
limited
embarra
assment or bbeing differe
ent children)
may
have
opportunities to finnd new soluttions and
linguistic background
d, (Lego, 19
984).
m
oftten express the
t
strateg
gies.
Heteerogeneity
type of relationshiip Group members
among
with the person wh
ho belief that theyy are be
est membe
ers could ennrich the exxperience
has died.
understood by thoose who haave of the group.
g
coped with
w
similar circumstancces
and havve survived ((Mitchell et al.
2004).
Grouping individualls with othe
ers
who ha
ave experiennced a simiilar
death often might hhelp normalize
the thoughts and tthe feelings of
the partticipants, redduce isolatio
on,
and migght contribu te to a better
understa
anding of ot hers and maake
sense off a death (W
Walijarvi et al.,
2012).
Bereaved p
parents
Researchers arguee that the
t
ally when a youngg family
Genera
may reconstru
uct membe
er dies, th e experiencce often
bereaved parents m
life‐assu
umption or iintegrate wh
hat results in seriouus and lon
ng‐lasting
has hap
ppened in their existing psycho
osocial
prooblems
fo
or
the
assumpttions
(JJanoff‐Bulmaan, bereavved (Jordan,, 2001). Frrequently
1992). Also the oopportunity to somatic symptomss, anxiety, insomnia,
ngs severe depression and post‐ttraumatic
express thoughts and feelin
NT GROUPS
DIFFEREN
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about a loss to others may
contribute to the healing of the
biographical disruption caused by
the event (Neimeyer, 2000).
Therefore it seems that a process
of reconstruction or re‐ordering
of meaning seems to be central to
healing processes during grief
(Dyregrov, 2004). According to the
“Support and
Care study” (Dyregrov, 2002)
parents need both formal
assistance
(professionals/community based)
and especially informal support
(social
network)
that
is
represented by extensive support
from family and friends, through
every kind of contact as letters,
poems,
books,
help
with
housework, everything that help
breaking their isolation.

Bereaved relatives and The process of investigation after
friends of older people the death of an elderly person
who lives alone can cause great
stress to the family, but it has
been demonstrated that a clear
and comprehensive explanation
of the purpose and nature of the
inquest (by the coroner’s officers
or by the police) supplemented by
written information, might reduce
distress (Harwood et al., 2002).
This may prove that the formal
explanation of the administrative
process after the death could
benefit participants furthermore
in association with providing not
only
informative
but
also
emotional support.
Some people also take part to the
groups because they wish to
discuss unresolved issues about
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distress are described (Joseph, 2000).
Parents are preoccupied with thoughts
of their child, searching for him/her
experiencing disbelief about the death
and are stunned by, and have
difficulties in accepting the death
(Prigerson et al., 2000). There is also
self‐isolation which might be linked to
loss of energy and feelings of guilt and
self‐blame by parents; these social and
emotional withdrawal often act as a
barrier to accepting offers of social
support, and professional assistance
(Dyregrov et al. 2003). Substantially the
trauma in the lives of the parents make
great demands on their capacity to
confront and handle the situation both
cognitively as well as emotionally
(Neimeyer, 2000).
Sometimes the social network might be
experienced as unhelpful because not
everybody has a well‐functioning social
network system and even if a network
exists, network members often show
ineptitude on how to encounter people
in crisis (Dyregrov et al. 2003).
The most intimate relationship of an
older person dying by suicide might be
with a friend or neighbour rather than
a close relative. Such people may be
less likely to be identified as being in
need of help, and so they may receive
less emotional and practical support
than spouses or close relatives. Often in
fact a high proportion of older suicide
victims are living alone because of this
it might be possible that bereaved
relatives and friends report distress
caused by the involvement of the
media, related to inaccuracies or
insensitive wording of newspaper
reports. Secondly they may report
administrative problems and difficulties
with the coroner’s office because of
the routine provision of written
information
about
the
inquest
procedure (Harwood et al., 2002).
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their relative’s death.

Compared to other groups of bereaved
people this kind of group in particular
has been demonstrated to suffer from
higher rejection, unique reactions,
stigmatisation and shame.
The facilitator should consider that
they need special facilities such as
ramps and disabled toilet facilities, and
they might require the use of an
interpreter.

Bereaved with mobility
disabilities

THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS INCLUDE LEGAL ASPECTS WHICH
IT

IS

RECOMMEND

TO

BE

CONSIDERED

WITHIN

THE

REQUIREMENTS OF YOUR OWN COUNTRY

2.3 Sustainability
Developing a group which is short lived is potentially worse than not having a group at all. A
strong steering group should be established at the outset to help ensure that the service is
sustainable for instance if the facilitator is on holiday, ill, moves away or cannot continue for
some other reason. Therefore the sustainability of the support group requires a cohesive and
dedicated team. Moreover, the sustainability of the support group depends also on the
cohesiveness and support gained by the group members. Making the members responsible
for group operation, such as meeting set up, small group leadership, refreshment duty and
in‐between meeting support, may create greater ownership of the group.
It is crucial that careful consideration is given to sustainability at the outset (Lifeline
Australia, 2009): for instance, it is recommended that a succession planning is considered
since the beginning, i.e. someone to take over from the facilitator if he/she is ill, when
he/she is on holiday or should she/he leave the area or simply decide she/he does not
want to continue as facilitator.
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EXAMPLES FROM SPEC
ECIFIC REGIO
ONS IN EUR
ROPE


In Cumbria (UK
K), facilitatorrs are approvved by the board
b
of trusstees of SOBB’s and have
n application
n form to beecome a facilitator and participate
p
too a one‐day
to complete an
traaining run peeriodically byy head office .



In Veneto region (De Leo
o Fund, Italyy) facilitatorss should have good knoowledge of
perience withh those bere
eaved by suicide. Beforee starting to
suiicidal behaviiour and exp
leaad the group
p, they shou
uld have parrticipated to group meetings led byy the senior
faccilitator. Furrthermore, the
t
facilitattor is contin
nuously sup
pervised by the senior
faccilitator.

2.4 Funding
The m
management of a SBSG requires al so careful administratio
a
on of financcial resources.
Facilitaators can save a lot of time, effortt and moneyy if they can
n find a goood sponsor, or
auspiciing body. Such
S
bodiess might be health age
encies, com
mmunity ageencies, churrch
organissations, suiccide preventiion centres or other non‑profit org
ganisations. TThese types of
organissations mayy assist with
h direct fundding, meetin
ng space, utilities (wateer, electricitty),
caterin
ng, enquiry services, officce administraation, publiccity in newsle
etters, broadder promotio
on,
mail ou
uts and otheer administra
ative supporrt (Lifeline Australia, 200
09). Thereforre it is strongly
suggessted to makee as many co
ontacts as poossible with local
l
organissations that m
may be able to
offer ssupport. In view
v
of this it is essentiial that robu
ust procedurres are set tto ensure th
hat
there is an audit trrail in place so that how
w funds have been raised and the mooney spent can
c
be acco
ounted for at all times.

EXAMPLES FROM SPEC
ECIFIC REGIO
ONS IN EUR
ROPE


Raising moneyy, opening and managinng an accoun
nt (with cha
aritable statuus, in UK) and
i Cumbria (UK)
(
the SO B’s groups are
a
keeeping accounts etc. is a very imporrtant issue: in
auttonomous and
a raise the
eir own funnds to suppo
ort their acttivity but m ust have their
acccounts audited by head office
o
on an aannual basiss.
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In some casess, groups of support rrepresent ju
ust only one
e of the acctivities of Non‐
N
Go
overnmental Organisatio
ons. For exam
mple, De Le
eo Fund (Ven
neto region,, Italy) is a non‐
n
pro
ofit organisaation that prrovides free services to those berea
aved by trauumatic death
hs as
forr example groups of bere
eaved by suiccide.

2.5 Leggal Status
The rulles may varyy according to the specifiic countries, therefore th
he facilitator should carefully
study aand pay attention to the rules and thhe legal framework of his/her belongiing region.

2.5.1 R
Registration
n
For acttivities like the
t SBSG, th
he legal regisstration of these groupss might be nnecessary in
order tto obtain thee tax benefitts provided bby the legal system. Oncce registratioon has been
compleeted, if necessary, the grroup can starrt with its acctivities. Here
e below som
me examples
of typees of legal reggistration of SBSG:

EXAMPLESS FROM SPEECIFIC REGIIONS IN EUR
ROPE


In Cumbria (UK), SOBs are registeered charityy. The charity commi ssion webssite
ww.charitycommission.ggov.uk) forofffers lots of information about settinng up a charrity
(ww
and
d legal considerations.



In V
Veneto regio
on (De Leo Fund, Italy) thhere is no ne
eed for registtration beca use the grou
ups
aree part of the activities off the organiz ation. Howe
ever, it is use
eful to registeer the group
p in
thee online dattabase of se
elf‐help grouups for bereaved person
ns since thiss can be eassily
con
nsulted by persons in need

2.5.2 C
Confidentiaality and Priivacy Legisllation based
d on Europe
ean legal frramework
It is fu
undamental to considerr data proteection and confidentiali
c
ty when stooring person
nal
information e.g. e‐mail addressses, phone n umber, detaails of bereavved persons situation.
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Wheree a facilitatorr becomes aware of a b ereaved perrson in the community
c
tthrough a third
party (e.g. friend riings with a person’s
p
detaails), he/she should be co
ognisant of tthe privacy and
on has beenn given by the
t
confideentiality rulees. Contact should onlyy be made if permissio
bereavved person. It may be use
eful to estabblish a list of individuals and
a agenciess most likelyy to
come into contact with those bereaved
b
by suicide. (Life
eline Australiia, 2009).

EXAMPLES FROM SPEC
ECIFIC REGIO
ONS IN EUR
ROPE
on that regu lates/govern
ns this aspect:
Some examples of legislatio


In tthe UK the main
m
conside
eration is thee Data Prote
ection Act

https:///www.gov.u
uk/data‐protection/the‐ddata‐protection‐act
The Data Protection Act con
ntrols how personal in
nformation is used by organisations,
businesses or the government.
Everyone w
g
who is respon
nsible for using data has to follow strrict
rules caalled ‘data protection
p
principles’. Theey must makke sure the in
nformation iis:
-

useed fairly and lawfully

-

useed for limited, specifically stated purrposes

-

useed in a way that
t
is adequ
uate, relevannt and not exxcessive

-

acccurate

-

kep
pt for no lon
nger than is absolutely
a
neecessary

-

handled accord
ding to people’s data prootection rights

-

kep
pt safe and secure
s

-

not transferred
d outside the
e UK withoutt adequate protection
p

In Cumb
bria (UK), SO
OB’s are reggistered as a charity and
d as a comp
pany in ordeer to limit the
t
liability o
of the trusteees if something goes w rong. More information about settinng up a charrity
and the legal co
onsiderations can be found on the charrity commisssion webssite
haritycommiission.gov.ukk).
(www.ch
At the sstart of everry SOB’s gro
oup meetingg, all particip
pants certifyy in writting that they will
w
respect and preservee the confide
entiality of thhe participan
nts at the me
eeting.
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In Veneto reggion (De Leo
o Fund, Italyy), participants have to
o sign a connsent form for
f
handling perssonal data. With rega rds to con
ntacts with other agenncies, gene
eral
ormed aboutt the existen
nce
praactitioners and religious institutions of the local area are info
of these suppo
ort groups.

2.5.3 A
Appropriate
e Insurance
e Cover for Participantts
We waant to suggeest that an im
mportant pooint to be made is that any
a group seetting itself up
would need to be certain
c
that appropriate
a
nsurance is in
n place.
indemnity in

EXAMPLES FROM SPEC
ECIFIC REGIO
ONS IN EUR
ROPE


asis, this issuue is dealt by head office – currentlyy the local groups
g
In the UK, on a national ba
bute to this cost
c
but thiss is under re
eview and there is an arggument thatt local
do not contrib
oups should contribute to their supp ort costs.
gro



If tthe group is part of the organisation
o
n’s activities, like De Leo Fund in Venneto region (Italy),
(
thee general insurance co
ontract mayy cover all types of activities peerformed by the
asssociation.

nnot work with
w people w
who are under the
Importantt: to bear in mind that thhe group can
o are bereaved have signnificant need
ds.
agee of 18. This is in itself a big issue as cchildren who
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3.Facilittation: Inffra Structu
ure Issue

3.1 Who is a facillitator?
3.1.1 TThe facilitato
or should be a survivor oor not?
Should
d the facilitattor be a suiciide survivor who has exp
perienced hiss/her own grrief long eno
ough
to gain
n a maturee perspective
e of the prrocess? Mosst of the SBSG facilitattors during the
discusssion in the virtual meetin
ng stated thaat as to beco
ome a facilittator it is reaally importan
nt to
be a survivor, beccause havingg experienceed the grief path may help
h
him/heer in making the
c
e during the meetings. On the other hand, according
membeers of the grroups more comfortable
to the point of view
w of other fa
acilitators, thhe experiencce of a grief should
s
not bbe a requirem
ment
e a facilitatoor even if no
ot bereaved by suicide, rather the non‐
n
becausse a person can become
judgem
mental behavviour should represent a n indisputab
ble main poin
nt.
Considering these constraints,, we suggesst to follow the recomm
mendation oof your coun
ntry,
consideering also that
t
being a survivor can represe
ent, as mentioned aboove, a valuable
charactteristic as it has allowed
d you, the faacilitator, to
o personally face the situuation. Also it is
recomm
mended thatt the facilitattor considerrs training an
nd education as a prereq uisite to playy his
role (seee paragraph
h 3.1.2).
W
Whether this can be con
nsidered a reequirement or
o not, it is su
uggested to pay attentio
on to
the req
quisite of your specific re
egion. Here below we giive some exa
amples of whhat happene
ed in
different European
n national contexts:

EXAMPLES FROM SPEC
ECIFIC REGIO
ONS IN EUR
ROPE


In Cumbria (UK)
(
to be a survivor is a requiremen
nt when developing a Suupport Group
p for
Bereaved Peeople through SOB’s.



IIn Veneto reegion (De Leo
o Fund, Italy)), in order to
o become a facilitator of Self Groups, you
sshould have experience with peoplee bereaved by
b suicide, in order to beetter understtand
tthe people in
n the group. Specifically,, groups are not currently facilitatedd by bereaved by
ssuicide, but by
b clinical pssychologists.
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A
According to
o the Flemish
h team (Belggium), a facilitator does not necessarrily need to be a
p
person bereeaved by suicide, becausse it is a com
mmon thoug
ght that he//she can equ
ually
u
understand and be supportive to tthe bereaved
d people, th
herefore beiing a survivo
or is
n
neither an in
nclusion, nor an exclusionn criteria.

3.1.2 FFrom which background
b
the facilitatoor should co
ome from?
Generaally facilitato
ors suggest th
hat a personn who wants to conduct SBSG
S
should demonstratte to
have d
different skills that derivved from diffferent expe
eriences and
d training paath. Here be
elow
some eexamples aree provided:


exp
perience witth people wh
ho dealt withh different kiinds of death
h;



be able to understand the dynamic of the group;



prior to the faccilitation, tra
aining and edducation sho
ould represen
nt a fundam ental factor
in the facilitato
or process to become reeady, and th
hen it can be much morre useful as
mu
uch the training challenges him/her;



undergo a therrapeutic pro
ocess or at leeast he/she might be aw
ware of his/hher personal
diffficulties verssus a superfiicial processiing of a grieff in order to know how tto deal with
it aand help peo
ople in the managemennt of the gro
oups. It is extremely impportant that
thee facilitatorss understand
d how they can live an
nd manage their
t
feelinggs that they
migght go through and tha
at they worrk on in ord
der to avoid
d that their unresolved
pro
oblems can affect
a
and ha
ave an impacct on the members of the
e groups.

Keey Issues: facilitators consider tthe personal therapeu
utic path aafter the grrief very
importtant in order to beco
ome a faciliitator. “It is importan
nt that we as facilitattors deal
with our own bagggage” (Bro
own John, F acilitator Network)
N

3.1.3 TTherapeutic versus
v
Volun
nteer facilitaation?
Some ffacilitators suggest
s
that quite an im portant distinction shou
uld be made between a
‘treatm
ment / theraapy’ approacch and one where peop
ple take their own decissions about
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what w
will or will no
ot work for them.
t
Duringg the VM faccilitators add
dressed the issue about
whetheer the facilittator should have or nott a theoreticcal backgrou
und about thhe grief and
any traaumatic deatth. According to this queestion they addressed another impoortant topic
about tthe way self‐‐help groupss are run, e.gg.: where is the
t line betw
ween a theraapeutic and
a self‐h
help processs?
In ordeer to properrly deal with
h this quest ion they sugggested to describe
d
thee distinction
betweeen “pure community
c
groups connducted by
based selff‐help groups” and “g
professsionals” clarrifying that this
t
is a com
mplicated issue that is important too take into
consideeration within this frame
ework. Speciifically pure community based self‐h elp support
groupss (self‐help, mutual‐help
p and mutuaal‐aid are used intercha
angeably) arre self‐help
suicidee bereavemeent groups which
w
do n ot follow a structured timed prog ram. These
groupss are focused
d on decreassing isolationn and fostering a supporttive peer nettwork. They
generaally have op
pen memberrship and coontent is de
etermined by
b common needs and
shared
d experiencees. Self‐help support grooups are gro
oups made up of peopple who are
directlyy and perso
onally affected by a speecific issue or condition
n and are ruun by their
membeers, therefore those directly affecteed by the isssue are the ones who m
manage the
activities and the priorities
p
of their group. It is also po
ossible to have help suppport groups
with a facilitator who
w is not a survivor.
onals are grooups which generally
g
are based on a ttherapeutic
Groupss conducted by professio
framew
work (e.g. co
ognitive beh
havioural grooups, stress coping groups, psychottherapeutic
groupss), they can involve not only
o volunteeers but also one or more
e professionaals who can
lead th
herapeutic approaches
a
or
o conduct professionall assessmentt or evaluattions of the
membeers in order to
t identify any grieving pprocess whicch required specialized heelp.
There are some Countries
C
in which the ssupport from
m a professsional is a reequirement
consideering the diffficulty of ha
aving to deal with certain
n delicate to
opics. In the study of De
Groot and colleagues (2010), the authorss came to th
he conclusio
on that it’s nnot without
ople just talk to each otther in supp
port groups without a pprofessional
dangerrs to let peo
facilitator.

Key Issues: the best way fo
or helping p
people who
o are bereaved by suiccide should include
a program with diffferent con
ncepts and models prroviding ea
ach bereaveed individu
ual with
multiple ways to pro
ocess and cope
c
with th
he death off their loved
d one (Wal ijarvi et al.,, 2012).
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EXAMPLES FROM SPEC
ECIFIC REGIO
ONS IN EUR
ROPE


In Flanders (Beelgium) two facilitators
f
pper group are
e foreseen and at least oone of them
nal. In particular the proofessionals have to follow
w a specific training. In
is a profession
this region thee importancce of an asssessment be
efore participating in thhe group is
other requirement.
ano



In Veneto regiion (De Leo Fund, Italy)) the facilitaator is a pro
ofessional; thhere is also
other person
n (volunteerr or trainee) who takes notes
n
during
g the meetinng, observes
ano
thee group dynaamics and th
he facilitationn process an
nd shares a few
f considerrations with
thee facilitator after
a
the meeting.

3.2 Criiteria for faacilitation
3.2.1 FFacilitators duties
Amo
ong the diffeerent duties facilitators
f
shhould ensure
e that:
 everrybody is able to have a say
s
 therre is no presssure to speakk or a judgm ental atmosphere
 dom
minance is preevented and
d everyone iss included
 provvision of info
ormal break at
a least oncee in the coursse of the meeting to ena ble networking to
takee place
(Liffeline Australia, 2009; Dee Leo et al., 2013)
2

The pro
ocess is abou
ut providing a platform tthrough whicch people wh
ho are bereaaved can inte
eract in a
way that provides the
t followingg opportunitties:


To be understo
ood



To be accepted
d for who you are



To express feellings of frusttrations and anger without being judg
ged



To talk about the person who
w has died and the meaans of his/he
er death



To share coping strategies



To receive and exchange in
nformation aabout formalities
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To establish friends and ne
etworks outs ide the group setting



To experience a light and easy
e
approacch with few rules
r
to follow
w
(Lifeline Au
ustralia, 20099; De Leo et al., 2013)

K
Key Issues: establishin
ng and maiintaining su
upport for people berreaved by suicide is
not ju
ust about ru
unning a gro
oup meetin
ng on a regu
ular basis (FFacilitators Network)

3.2.2 FFacilitators Roles
R
The ro
oles of facilitators whe
en conducti ng SBSG arre numerous. Some off the most
importtant roles aree described here below aand summarrized and lab
belled on thee right‐hand
pane:


GU
UIDE: provid
de the empa
athic presennce and guid
de the group through tthe various
acttivities that are offered in the groupps over the course
c
of the program ( Walijarvi et
al.,, 2012, De Leeo et al., 201
13).



CA
ARING INFO
ORMER: sha
are Informaation, provviding expla
anation andd clarifying
infformation, being careful to use simpple sentences is therapeu
utic becausee it replaces
uncertainty wiith credible explanationss that can be
b woven into cohesive narratives,
pants’ sense of control over their lives (Dysart‐‐Gale et al.,
helping to resttore particip
anation andd clarifying information
n: honest eexplanations
20003). Examples of expla
reggarding the nature of su
uicide, deathh and dying and the und
derstanding of the grief
pro
ocess.



EN
NCOURAGING
G/WELCOMIING MODER
RATOR: esttablish partticipants’ exxpectations
thaat the group
p is a safe place
p
to expplore emotio
ons and thatt it is designned to help
meembers cope
e with their loss. To thiss purpose th
he facilitator might conveey a caring,
resspectful preesence by empathic,
e
aactive listen
ning. This should prom
mote group
coh
hesiveness through
t
the
e establishm
ment of safe
e and respe
ectful bounddaries. The
faccilitator is in
nvited to ma
aintain this eenvironmentt of safety also
a while coonducting a
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variety of supportive activities of verbal, written, artistic and/or interactive nature
(Mitchell et al., 2007).


VALIDATOR: creation of a supportive atmosphere by articulating their feelings and
emotions, members of the group should be reminded that they still have other people
who care about them and will support them, increasing the sense of group cohesion
as the participants are able to rely upon each other for acceptance and support. This
atmosphere should increase a sense of validation, self‐esteem and approval within
the group, thus allowing the development of interpersonal communication skills for
improved relationships both inside and outside the group (Mitchell et al., 2007, De
Leo et al., 2013).

3.2.3 Facilitators Responsibilities


Recognise some critical aspects in the management of the group: E.g. when the person
is not processing the grief, consider whether participants need specialized support,
identify and intervene in case of dysfunctional behaviour (see paragraph 5.2).



Establish what resources already exist in the area and who the key contacts are: E.g.
stakeholders of suicide prevention: GPs, psychologists, police (see paragraph 4.2).



Consider data protection and confidentiality issues: what information is to be held and
how will it be held, possible registration with the Information Commissioner. Ensure that
appropriate indemnity insurance cover is in place (see 2.5 paragraph Legal Status).



Consider terminology: the facilitator should contribute to the creation of a common
vocabulary, as to be sure that participants share the same meanings. For instance the
term 'survivor' can cause some confusion also 'open vs closed' group (see glossary
section).



Prompt, sympathetic response to contact by email or phone and subsequent follow up
through group meeting or buddying to meet: by facilitators, at any time of day or night
any contact will be responded to as soon as possible and normally the same day. Person
who is bereaved obtains support and reassurance that people who have some
understanding are out there and will work to come alongside them as they travel their
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diffficult journeey, if this is what the pperson making contact wants to haappen (Brow
wn,
2014).


Maake sure that everyone signs
s
in wheen attending a meeting: the
t records ffor attendan
nce
aree held by the facilitato
or, and, in ccase a statistician existts, the num ber of peop
ple
atttending the meeting sho
ould be sentt to him/herr. Also, by signing the p resence sheet,
thee people atteending the meeting
m
undeertake to resspect confide
entiality withhin the group
p.

3.2.4 W
When to initiiate a self‐he
elp support ggroup for su
urvivors
Identifyying the righ
ht moment to
o start leadinng a supportt group is nott an easy deccision to make.
From tthe discussiion with the facilitatorrs of the EFFN, it resultted that if the facilitattor
experieenced the loss of a loved
d one, he/shee should feell ready beforre taking on this role.
In particular, the difficulties wh
hich can arisee for a survivvor could be::
‐

me to expresss his/her ow
wn feelings, but it is very difficult too consider the
t
To have no tim
ass
best timing and sometimes even threee years, whicch is actuallyy the time thhat has to pa
forr facilitators in UK, mightt not be enouugh;

‐

Hee/she should feel the nee
ed of supervvision, thereffore we sugg
gest to start by taking part
as a rapporteu
ur/observer of a group facilitated by
b someone
e else, beforre becomingg a
faccilitator;

In occaasion of the VM all the facilitators gave their view
v
on this, and there was a common
agreem
ment on the importance for facilitatoors to feel acctually ready
y when takinng on the role of
group facilitator because
b
of th
heir experiennce with the
e grief and because
b
a prroper amoun
nt of
time is passed, or because
b
theyy underwentt a training and they feel ready:

EXAMPLES FROM SPEC
ECIFIC REGIO
ONS IN EUR
ROPE


A
According to
o the rules off SOBs UK faacilitators have to wait att least 3 yea rs after the grief
g
b
before becoming a facilitator. Until October 201
14 the requirement was 2 years but this
w
was changed
d to 3 by the
e board of SSOB’s UK. This norm has been introdduced because if
aan insufficient amount of
o time betw
ween the grie
ef and the starting time pass, this could
h
have a negattive impact on
o the cond uction. Acco
ording to the
e view of som
me facilitators, 3
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yyears is the minimum
m
required time after the grief to wait be
efore becom
ming a facilita
ator ,
b
but if the person doesn’tt feel ready oof course the
ere is no reasson not to w
wait longer.

ome importa
ant aspects (pros and cons) that we
e suggest too consider when
w
Table 4 describes so
decidingg the right moment to faccilitate, afterr the grief.

PING FACILIT
TATORS TO
O CHOOSE THE
T RIGHT MOMENT
M
A
AFTER THE
Tab.4 HELP
GRIEF TO START TO FACILITATEE SUPPORT GROUPS
LENGTTH OF TIME SINCE
S
THE LO
OSS TO BECO
OME A
FA
ACILITATOR
The len
ngth of time after
the d
death can be
an
consideered
as
in
importaant
issue
relation
n to when
n to
start to
o be a facilitaator.

PPROS

CONS

An effective faacilitator is able to
emp
pathize obje ctively, refrain from
makking judgmenntal statements and
from
m imposing particular religious
belie
efs, understtand the staages and
tasks of grief woork, and be skilful in
man
naging discusssion. The facilitator
f
shou
uld be famiiliar with de
epressive
illnesses, their link to suiccide, and
their treatment (www.save.coom)

The
T facilitatoor should fe
eel ready to
o
lead the grooup. He/she should havee
the
t
availabbility of some spacee
outside
o
the ggroup to talk about own
n
feelings
f
and difficulties.

3.3 Facilitator Techniques
The evvaluation on the SBSG in
n Cumbria (U
UK) suggests that a succe
essful suppoort group/network
providees an enviro
onment in which
w
peoplee feel empatthetic, suppo
ortive, open,, non‐judgm
mental,
being tthere when needed
n
and which providdes:


A listening ear



Meeaningful disscussion (Bro
own, 2014)



Forr building a sense
s
of mea
aning: studiees have indiccated that when the survvivor is able
to achieve a sense
s
of me
eaning in coonnection with
w
the death, the dist ress of the
d (Neymeyer et al., 2006)).
traaumatic deatth is reduced
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Here below are described some of the Active Listening Techniques

Tab. 5 ACTIVE LISTENING TECHNIQUES
TECHNIQUES

ENCOURAGING

Purpose

Approach

Language

To convey interest.

Do not agree or
disagree with
speaker.

I see…

Use non‐committal
words with positive
tone of voice.

That’s interesting…

To keep the person
talking.

Uh‐huh…

Tell me more about…
Go on…

RESTATING

To show that you are
listening and
understanding.
To help speaker grasp
the facts.

REFLECTING The power of
silence should not be
underestimated.

To show you are
listening and
understanding.
To let the speaker
know you understand
how he/she feels.

SUMMARIZING

To pull important
ideas, facts, etc.
together.

Restate the speaker’s
basic ideas.

If I understand, your
situation is…

Put in your own
words.

In other words, your
decision is…

Reflect the speaker’s
basic feelings.

You feel that…

Put in your own
words.

You were pretty
annoyed about that…
You believe that…

Restate, reflect, and
summarize major
ideas and feelings.

To establish a basis for
further discussion.

These seem to be the
key ideas you
expressed…
If I understand, you
feel this way about
this situation.

To review progress.
(Facilitator Toolkit, 2007)
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3.4 Tyypes of Sup
pport Group
ps
3.4.1 TTypes
Closed Groups: gen
nerally the ad
djective “cloosed” can reffer to the tim
ming (e.g. a ttime limited
group where the same mem
mbers attendd for a spe
ecified perio
od of time),, or to the
t groups are open onlyy to people bereaved
b
by suicide).
membeership (e.g. the

Tab. 6 PRO
OS AND CON
NS OF CLOSE D GROUPS REFERRING
R
TO
T THE TIMI NG

PROS OF CLOSED
C
GRO
OUPS
The time‐limit placced on the group cle arly
defines tthe start and finish allowing peoplee to
know and trust each other.
If there is a program for eve
ery session the
agenda ccan be easilyy followed.

CONS OF CLOSED GROUPS
The timing structu
ure can limitt referral an
nd access
of peo
ople to the group
g
becauuse they havve to wait
until the next grou
up starts.
A strict time pro
ogram can bbe hardly applied in
smalle
er communitties because it might con
nstitute a
limit to
t reach a sufficient nuumber of participants
who are
a committed to start
rt the group
p in that
precise moment.

Taab. 7 PROS AND
A
CONS OF CLOSED GR
ROUPS REFEERRING TO THE MEMBERRSHIP

CONS OF CLOSED GROUPS
PROS OF CLOSED
C
GRO
OUPS
When m
membership is stable, it helps to b uild This structure liimits the ppossibility for
f
each
strong iinterpersonaal relationships that m
may memb
ber to enlarge his/her soccial support network.
extend b
beyond the group meetin
ngs.

EXAMPLES FROM SPEC
ECIFIC REGIO
ONS IN EUR
ROPE
We waant to underline that th
he differenc e can arise when we re
efer to openn or closed
groupss across the different EU
U countries because someone can refer to cloosed groups
meanin
ng the memb
bership rathe
er than the ttiming:


th
he SOBs grou
ups of Cumbria (UK) are regular mee
etings which are closed i n the sense
th
hat they are open only to
t people w ho have bee
en affected by suicide, nno one else
may attend, and at the sam
me time therre is no time
e limit;
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th
he Associatio
on Alma y Vida in Spain ooffers group
p therapy forr parents whho have lost
th
heir child. The basic rule for attendinng this group
p is to have lost a child tto whatever
reeason or cau
use. The parents receivve a basic in
nterview to get informaation about
th
hem, their ch
hild, and the circumstancce of the death;



Dee Leo Found in Veneto re
egion (Italy) organizes open groups but
b the entraance of just
1 member perr family is allowed.

nerally a grroup withouut a set en
nd‐point, me
eaning that the group
Open Groups: gen
a stop attending accoording to the
eir needs. The group is permanent
membeers attend and
and meets at certtain times th
hroughout t he month/yyear. It becomes known within the
unity as a ressource for in
ndividuals to participate in
i as the nee
ed arises (WH
HO, 2008).
commu

Tab. 8 PROS AND CCONS OF OPEN GROUPS

PROS OF OPEN GRO
OUPS
The naature of thee group ma
akes the grooup
appearr open and available
a
to the commu nity
in case of need.
Membeers do not need to ha
ave an ongooing
committment, whicch can be ovverwhelmingg in
the earrly stages of grief.
g

CONS OF
O OPEN GRO
OUPS
Mainttaining the le
eadership/faacilitation of the
group over a longe
er period maay be difficult.
ult at
Maintaining the group’s size ccan be difficu
times,, since num
mbers will ffluctuate. Some
S
survivors may be
ecome stuc k in the group
ratherr than dealin
ng with thei r own individual
issues and movin
ng forward in their healing
processs. The conttents of thee discussionss can
be rep
peated when new peopple come in, and
this caan be boring
g or difficultt to bear forr the
"old" members. It can alsso bring more
m
insecu
urity, and less trust.

Online Groups: an online grou
up is a virtuual commun
nity whose members
m
intteract each
members who wish to be part off an online
other primarily via Internet. Generally m
unity have to
o become members via a specific site
e. An online community ccan also act
commu
as an iinformation system whe
ere memberss can post, comment
c
or discuss, givve advice or
orate. For example:
collabo
(http:///webdesign..about.com/cs/communiityonline/a/aaa082599.httm)
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Tab. 9 PR
ROS AND CO
ONS OF ONLINE GROUPS

PROS OF ONLINE GRO
OUPS
For the bereaved
d by suicide
e this can be
particularly beneficcial because they may hhave
difficultty in findin
ng a face‐to‐face suppport
group in their own community and at the t ime
they are in need (Schotanus‐‐Dijkstra, et al.
2013). A possible explanation
e
for this findding
could b
be that the bereaved by
b suicide offten
experieence social stigma (Svveen & Wa lby,
2008). Therefore itt could be diifficult for thhem
eir own soocial
to shaare experience in the
networrk, and an online‐forum
o
m could be the
only place where they can tell
t
and re‐‐tell
stories without feeeling judge
ed or ignoored
(Schotaanus‐Dijkstraa, et al. 2013).
2
Sharring
experieences and discussing tab
boo topics seeem
to be tthe most im
mportant fea
atures of thhese
groups (Chapple & Zieblans, 2011).

CONS OF ONLINE GRROUPS
People
e often live far
f away from
m each other,
and it could be difficult to go oout together and
socialiise. Thereforre, the suppoort can be
limited
d to meeting
g time.

3.4.2 FFormat for meetings
m
There sshould be tw
wo formats fo
or considerattion: Structu
ured or informal
1. Stru
uctured form
mat: this form
mat providess for a set prrocedure to be followedd at each me
eeting.
The gro
oup will decide on how the meetingg will open, what
w
will hap
ppen during the meetingg, and
how it will close. A structured
d format doees not need to be restrictive, but caan offer mem
mbers
stabilitty because th
hey know wh
hat to expectt.
A suggested format might be as follows:
(a) Weelcome and introductions;
(b) Thee “code of etthics” determ
mined by thee group is reaad out;
(c) Sharing experiences;
ormation or education on
n prepared ttopic;
(d) Info
(e) Reccapitulation of
o the content of the meeeting and planning for th
he next meetting;
(f) Refrreshments and socializing.
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2. Unstructured or informal format: this format does not have a set agenda. The group discusses
whatever issues arise from the participants’ needs. However it is recommended that step (b) of
the procedure for the structured format be adhered to.
(World Health Organization, 2008)
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4.Settin
ng Up
nal framewoork to facilitators, here be
elow is a colllection of de
etails
In ordeer to ensure an operation
for settting up the location of the
t meetinggs and the re
esources req
quired for thhe conductio
on of
the gro
oups .

4.1 Location, Placce and Mee
etings
It is im
mportant to determine a meeting schedule th
hat can be nominated aand adhered to
withou
ut change. In doing this we
w suggest too consider th
he schedule of
o other sup port groups that
might be within drriving distance. E.g.: in CCumbria (UK
K) open meetings are heeld on an annual
e county, th e reason for this was that
t
meetingg on a weekkday
basis in different parts of the
o be a barrier to some peeople.
evening resulted to
It is advised
d not to makke the venuee and time publicly availa
able, but ratther disclose this
information at inittial contact (via phone,, text, email etc). This provides ann opportunity to
uinely bereavved and hass no ulterior motive; alsoo it ensures that
ensuree that the peerson is genu
the person will nott come direcctly to the m
meeting witho
out making before
b
the fiirst contact with
the faccilitator.

W
When deciding the locattion of the m
meetings, we
e suggest to consider thhe following
aspectss:


Acccessibility: need to consider location s in terms off accessibilityy e.g. public transport;



Availability on a permanent basis: conssider time of meeting (da
ay/night/weeek end);



People who do
o not have e‐‐mail access receive less effective sup
pport;



Saffety: also consider health and safetyy aspects, e.gg.: fire regulations, disabbled access,
hazzard free;



Spaace for breaking, space for
f refreshm
ments: e.g.: a large dining
g room wheree the group
participants an
nd, occasiona
ally, all familiies gather fo
or meals or shared momeents.
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Please consider the following recommendations related to the location and timing of the
meetings, raised from the evaluation conducted by SOBs’Cumbria (Brown & Brown, 2014): for
some people meeting in the evening is a problem due to other family commitments. In
addition, the distance to reach the meetings location is not always ideal in terms of time
required to travel. As such, it was suggested to:


organise more day time meetings on weekends;



have a directory of people who may live near each other, in order to permit people
to be able to link up outside of meetings and closer to home.

4.2 Resources

The facilitator must have the following resources and skills:


A mobile phone which can receive voicemail messages specifically for the purpose of
enabling contact at any time.



An email address which is checked regularly.



A good knowledge of key resources both documents and people.



A relatively small amount of finance through fund raising.



Co‐operation from a range of key agencies: Police, Coroners and their officers, undertakers
etc.



Support from people who have been bereaved to 'buddy' other people who live in the
same area.



Training and support from the National head quarter, including training for group
facilitators.



He/she must be able to respond to any enquiry or contact as soon as possible and certainly
within 24 hours.



He/she should act as a treasurer willing to ensure financial probity of the group.
(Brown, 2014)
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4.3 Awareness Raising / Community Networking
Active community networks help the organizations who lead SBSG to thrive. They provide a
way for professionals/non‐professional facilitators to connect with their peers and share
knowledge. Building relationships with other people working in the same field is an important
thing to consider in order to build an operational framework.
Here below we give some basic information on what to do as to facilitate the networking:


Make contact with and utilise any existing links with local organisations: e.g.: funeral directors,
church, (charities) also ensuring that group contact details are in the local papers, providing
information for health services (e.g. GPs) and Coroners Officers working with the media to
achieve positive and adequate press coverage of the work of the group (Brown, 2014). In the
recent evaluation of individual experience of self‐help groups through SOB’s in Cumbria (UK),
the most frequent way in which individuals were made aware of the support group was
through local media avenues, GPs and internet searches (Brown & Brown, 2014).



Attendance to annual meeting: a facilitator should attend annual meetings and ensure that
issues and themes raised by people bereaved by suicide are considered and taken forward,
e.g. current work on encouraging the media to report inquests and the death itself sensitively
and to use their power to support the health and wellbeing of the community (Brown, 2014).
A SBSG facilitator may consider giving regular presentations and newsletter articles. Given the
staff turnover, it is important to regularly provide reminders to relevant communication
agencies (Lifeline Australia, 2009).



It is of little benefit to have a great group if those who need to know (the bereaved) are not
told, in a timely way, of its existence. Two strands to awareness raising should be pursued: the
initial and then continuous awareness raising. This is recommended as people bereaved by
suicide may not themselves seek out an SBSG, or may be resistant to attending an SBSG, for
many reasons. Networks within a community are a valuable way to bring information to an
individual, to let them know of the support that exists and encourage and assist them to
attend. It may be useful to establish a list of individuals and agencies most likely to come into
contact with those bereaved by suicide.
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4.4 Suggested improvements of SBSG from SOBs Cumbria members
With regard to the “setting up” phase, some of the suggestions, comments, views and experiences
from members and facilitators of Self Help Support Groups, raised in the context of the evaluation
that SOB’s conducted in Cumbria, are reported.
They are precious information to consider when setting up a SBSG:


Raise awareness, spread the word about the groups and improve marketing;



Send frequently information by post as there are some people who do not have access to
email;



Raise awareness that support is available for close friends and not just relatives;



Provide more information on the website about what to expect from the group;



Provide opportunities for people to give something back in terms of helping and supporting
others;



Invite people to talk about certain issues as part of the meetings, e.g. occasional inclusion
of professionals;



Give exercise classes;



Organize fund raising events;



Arrange for café drop .
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5.Practical Tools
To conclude we want to give a range of practical tools to support the facilitators in the following
tasks: how to initiate a self‐help support group for survivors of suicide and how to identify the
warning signs or critical success factors in the development of groups.

5.1 Preparation of the first meeting
One of the major practical issue relates to the planning for the first meeting. In order to support
facilitators we propose this kind of frame which is likely to include the following steps:
• List of things to do: draw up a list of all the things that need to be done;
• Confirmation of the place: book and confirm the meeting place;
• Agenda of the day: prepare an agenda for the first meeting, as it is essential that the format of
the meeting is planned and that those attending know what to expect (suggestions for a
possible agenda are listed below);
• Collection of information: prepare to collect written information, e.g. contact details of
people attending, have name tags available;
• Professional intervention: consider whether the support of a professional or an experienced
group leader/facilitator may assist in this first meeting.

5.1.1 Agenda of the first meeting
A possible agenda for the first meeting would be:
(a) Welcome from the meeting organizer;
(b) Introduction and Presentation: those attending may be asked to give their first name and
say how they found out about the group;
(c) Objectives: a clear and simple explanation of the broad purpose of the group;
(d) Contents: explain the topics relating to the formation of the group (see points below);
(e) Refreshments and socializing: organize a refreshment to allow group members to know each
other and interact.
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5.1.2 Topics to be discussed at the first meeting
Here below are reported a series of elements that should be discussed at the beginning of
the meetings as to ensure the normal continuity of the group:
 Interest to form a group: Is there sufficient interest to form a group? Having attended the
initial meeting, do people wish to continue?
 Number of persons per group: consider that while some survivors prefer a small group of
five or fewer so that each person can talk more, others like a larger group where they can
“get lost in the crowd”.
 The frequency of the meetings: should they be held weekly, every two weeks or monthly?
Factors to consider are that if meetings are too frequent the individuals may develop
dependency on the group; on the other hand, if meetings are too infrequent bonds may be
difficult to form (see paragraph 4.1 for other details). It could be useful to have frequent
meetings at the beginning in order to help participants to build bonds, and subsequently
decrease the number of meetings.
 Length of meetings: how long should the meeting last? Most groups find that meetings of
one and a half to two hours work well. If meetings are longer they can be too emotionally
draining for the participants. . A two‐hour time frame allows for settling in, running the
meeting, and socializing with refreshments. The group size may determine the length of the
meeting, as larger groups may need longer group meetings. Keep in mind that if the group is
large, it may be suitable to split it into subgroups for part of the meeting. The preferable size
is 10‐12 members. The bigger size brings problems in sharing and managing the group
dynamics.
 Explore the expectations: what are the expectations of those attending? Develop a clear
picture of why people are attending. Are the expectations realistic?
 Contacts: contact details of those who wish to continue to meet. The group may also wish to
exchange contact numbers for support between meetings.
 Schedule: fix the date of the next meeting.
(World health Organization, 2008)
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5.2 Difficult Situations
Here below are illustrated the details that characterized some critical situations which can hinder the
normal conduction of the groups:
Group Conflict: conflict might be healthy in a group. It shows that members are sharing their ideas
and feelings honestly. However, there are times when healthy conflict escalates and become
deconstructive. Since emotions resulting from conflict tend to intensify over time, it is important to
address the conflict as soon as it begins to become unhealthy.
Deconstructive Behaviour: Recognizing and understanding typical deconstructive team member
behaviours will be very helpful to the facilitator (Brunt, 1993). These behaviours can affect team
development and performance. Members of the team may exhibit these behaviours at varying times
throughout the development cycle of the team. Keep in mind that a facilitator needs to model
constructive behaviours to help the team.
How to Recognize Destructive Team Behaviours
 Dominating: takes much of the meeting time expressing self‐views and opinions. Tries to take
control by use of power, time, etc.
 Rushing: encourages the group to move on before task is complete. Gets tired of listening to
others and working as a group.
 Withdrawing: removes self from discussions or decision‐making. Refuses to participate.
 Discounting: disregards or minimizes team or individual ideas or suggestions. Severe discounting
behaviour includes insults, which are often in the form of jokes.
 Digressing: rambles, tells stories and takes group away from primary purpose.
 Blocking: impedes group progress by obstructing all ideas and suggestions. “That will never work
because…”
(Facilitator Tool kit, 2007)
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5.2.1 How to intervene in difficult situations
Sometimes it will be necessary to intervene with a particular individual or an entire group because
of behaviour or actions during the meetings. The goal of any type of intervention is to maintain the
group’s autonomy and to develop its long‐term effectiveness.
An intervention is never an easy task, so it is important to recognize when to intervene and
whether to intervene with an individual or the entire team.
There is no set time or tried and true method for when or how to intervene, but the following list of
questions will help to reflect in order to decide whether an intervention may be appropriate:

Questions to ask yourself
If I do not intervene, will another group member do it?
Will the group have time to process the intervention?
Does the group have sufficient experience and knowledge to use the intervention to improve
effectiveness?
Is the group too overloaded to process the intervention?
Is the situation central or important enough to intervene?
Do I have the skills to intervene?

5.2.2 Intervention Approaches
The approaches and methods listed below will provide the facilitator with some options and
alternative types of interventions to use depending on the situation.

Prevention


Before the first meeting, take time to introduce yourself, understand the needs of each team
member, and establish rapport and credibility with each individual.



Early in the first meeting, establish ground rules to guide how the group will work together.
Ground rules are useful in setting common expectations for behaviour and provide a basis for
team members to regulate each other’s behaviour.
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Low‐level intervention: there are several techniques that can be employed at this level to change
behaviour in a non‐threatening way and prevent it from escalating to a serious disruption:


Embrace the person’s concerns. Listen so intently and repeat back what you’ve heard so
accurately that the person feels he/she has been heard.



Break into small groups to work on the task that was interrupted. Address the problem as a
group concern, referring back to ground rules and naming the tension between the differing
needs you have heard in the group.



Use the occasion as an opportunity to increase the group’s capacity for working together
effectively by teaching a concept or method from change management or group development
theory.

High‐level intervention: when a team member’s behaviour escalates to the point where high‐level
intervention is necessary, both the success of the team and the standing of the facilitator are at
risk:


To work through an impasse that may be causing high levels of frustration for one or more
team members, invite individuals to describe how they feel about being stuck.



Help the team identify new options, exploring the very positions that are dividing them as
potential sources for a solution.



If a team member’s behaviour continues to disrupt and threaten the progress of the team, the
facilitator can publicly name the behaviour and ask the group how it wishes to handle the
situation.

(Facilitator Tool kit, 2007)
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Additional Resources:
Safe Website: http://www.save.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.viewPage&page
AFSP website: American Foundation for Suicide Prevention: http://www.afsp.org/

For Support Groups of Bereaved Children:
Supporting children after suicide, South Western Sydney Area Health Service, 2002:
www.health.nsw.gov.au/pubs/2002/pdf/supporting_children_.pdf
National Centre for Childhood Grief: www.childhoodgrief.org.au/
Young people bereaved by suicide:www.childbereavement.org.uk/files/images/20__Y.pdf
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